1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Surface‐enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a novel and powerful characterization technique and slowly developing toward maturity as a tool for heterogeneous catalysis.[1](#bib1){ref-type="ref"} Many effects play a role in the actual SERS spectra that are observed,[2](#bib2){ref-type="ref"} and full understanding of the reasons for spectral fluctuations is important for practical application of reactivity studies on the scale of single catalytic particles.[3](#bib3){ref-type="ref"} The large enhancement effects that are associated with the phenomenon opens doors to nanoscale molecular characterization that is otherwise impossible. This resolution is present both in quantity, or the number of molecules required for characterization, and in spatial resolution, especially with techniques such as tip‐enhanced Raman scattering (TERS).[2e](#bib2e){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#bib4){ref-type="ref"} However, single hotspot measurements require consideration in their interpretation, due to the small measurement volume, but also because of their time‐dependent variability.[5](#bib5){ref-type="ref"} Spectral fluctuations are a common feature in these time‐resolved measurements.[4a](#bib4a){ref-type="ref"},  [2g](#bib2g){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#bib6){ref-type="ref"} Due to the small number of molecules and extreme enhancement effect involved in these measurements, rare events are more readily observed where they are not (or less) visible in long time scale or bulk measurements, due to averaging over many more modes.

The interpretation of short‐term variations in the spectra has been the subject of debate, as the high‐enhancement field at a hotspot can also lead to photodecomposition of molecules within that hotspot.[2e](#bib2e){ref-type="ref"}, [f](#bib2f){ref-type="ref"}, [i](#bib2i){ref-type="ref"} However, the spectral fluctuations are commonly explained through local changes in chemical environment around the sensed molecules, or orientation effects. [2h](#bib2h){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#bib6){ref-type="ref"} This so‐called blinking is at any rate a dynamic process, dependent on temperature and mobility of the molecules on the surface.[7](#bib7){ref-type="ref"} In the case of heterogeneous catalysis, short‐term fluctuations might actually give valuable information about, for example, the orientations of molecules or the presence of reaction intermediates. To study these phenomena in detail, the short‐lived spectral variations must be analyzed separately from long‐term effects.

The near‐field intensity over a SERS substrate is far from homogeneous. A few selected locations will have a very intense near‐field, where other locations on the surface will hardly cause a Raman enhancement effect. This makes it an ideal technique to study any short‐lived reaction intermediates that are otherwise insignificant in a bulk observation, which is best studied in few‐hotspot samples to limit ensemble‐averaging. Sufficiently long measurements will eventually capture the signature spectrum of short‐lived species, as it arises at the location of an intense hotspot.

All the above effects result in spectral differences between the spectral fluctuations from the regular (bulk) spectra. Therefore, the use of chemometrics can help to separate spectra of large datasets in an effective manner. Various groups have already linked SERS measurements to multivariate analysis techniques.[8](#bib8){ref-type="ref"} But where signal intensity fluctuations are no problem for multivariate analysis, spectral fluctuations on various time scales can give problems in these methods.

Here, we present the use of multivariate analysis tools as an approach to separate reactivity, related to bulk changes, from short‐term blinking, related to orientations, intermediate states and temporary conditions. Both are important to understand the dynamics at the catalyst particle and the developed methodology allows analysis of both effects without removal of any spectra. The chemometric method used here is a combination of principal‐component analysis (PCA) and multivariate curve resolution (MCR). In PCA, the variance in a dataset is decomposed in a set of orthogonal principal components. Using only a limited number of these principal components, a large amount of variance of the input spectra can be described.[9](#bib9){ref-type="ref"} With MCR it is possible to decompose a mixture of spectra into their individual‐component spectra.[10](#bib10){ref-type="ref"}

The main difference between PCA and MCR lies in the components they calculate. PCA components describe variance and can thereby also result in components with both negative and positive peaks. It is typically used as a tool to gain insight into the variance within a dataset. MCR with non‐negativity constraints decomposes a set of spectra into a predefined number of spectral components, which relate to the actual spectra of the related compound. This description of a dataset with a limited number of components usually works well for the description of bulk changes. However, short‐term fluctuations, like reaction intermediates, will be ignored as they are not prominent enough in the full dataset. This does not mean they are not observed. We use PCA to analyze the full dataset and separate reaction kinetics from short‐term variations. These separated datasets are subsequently examined with MCR, for direct comparison to normal Raman spectra.

We present here a novel chemometric method based on PCA for time filtering (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Chemical reactions can hereby be separated from short‐term variations, enabling better analysis of either dataset. To present this analysis method, we use a self‐assembled monolayer (SAM) of *p*‐nitrothiophenol (pNTP) on a flat Au substrate, as illustrated in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. SERS activity, and related reactivity, is introduced by deposition of Ag nanoparticles, similar to other experiments described in literature.[11](#bib11){ref-type="ref"} The monolayer of pNTP can be reduced to *p*,*p*′‐dimercaptoazobisbenzene (DMAB) via photocatalysis over plasmonic nanoparticles, and typically uses green laser excitation and Ag nanoparticles.[3](#bib3){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#bib12){ref-type="ref"} Rather than using green laser excitation, an excitation wavelength of 785 nm is chosen. This excitation excites the coupled plasmons of Au and Ag and gives sufficient enhancement effect to observe dynamics over single nanoparticle hotspots on the flat Au substrate. The choice of this low‐energy excitation wavelength also ensures that the catalytic reaction is sufficiently slow to observe reactivity during the acquisition of 15 000 consecutive 1 s SERS spectra.

![Workflow for the chemometric analysis of the time‐resolved SERS spectra measured. A one‐component principal‐component analysis (PCA) is used to create a filter, separating short‐term spectral blinking from reaction kinetics. Both sets of spectra can subsequently be analyzed via multivariate curve resolution (MCR).](CPHC-16-547-g001){#fig1}

![The experimental setup consists of single Ag nanoparticles deposited on a self‐assembled monolayer (SAM) of *p*‐nitrothiophenol (pNTP) assembled on a flat gold substrate. The Raman spectra have been measured at 785 nm excitation.](CPHC-16-547-g006){#fig2}

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2}
=========================

2.1. Single‐Hotspot SERS {#sec2-1}
------------------------

Obtaining SERS over single hotspots is achieved by deposition of single Ag nanoparticles over a pNTP‐functionalized flat Au surface, as illustrated in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. A set of 15 000 Raman spectra were recorded at an excitation wavelength of 785 nm, with a 1 s integration time. Pre‐processing was done via a cosmic‐ray remover (WiRe 3.2, Renishaw) to remove the spikes in individual Raman spectra. These narrow peaks occur only in single Raman spectra and their removal has no effect on the time‐resolved scale. The Raman spectra are analyzed for the spectral region of 1000--1635 cm^−1^, where most vibrations characteristic for both reactant and product are found. A weighted least‐squares (WLS) baseline correction is calculated, after which the absolute value of this dataset is taken.

The main Raman peaks of pNTP and DMAB are clearly visible in the color plot (Figure [3 a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), as well as in the first and last Raman spectra of the series (Figure [3 b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A simple method for tracking the reaction progress is to plot peak areas of reactant and product as a function of time. Figure [3 c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of this approach, for the Raman peaks at 1335 (sym. NO~2~ stretch)[13](#bib13){ref-type="ref"} and 1440 cm^−1^ (N=N stretch).[14](#bib14){ref-type="ref"} The main trends are visible: the DMAB signal comes up with time, whereas the pNTP signal appears to be less affected by the reaction and suffers more from SERS‐intensity variations. The noise level in the signals is rather high, most likely due to the noise in the spectra themselves, though peak shifts also contribute to the noise level. This method is sufficient for monitoring the (irreversible) reaction in time, but shows quite some noise in the overall signal.

![a) Contour plot of the Raman spectrum in time. b) First and last Raman spectrum. c) pNTP (green) and DMAB (blue) peak area as a function of time. d) Residuals after two‐component MCR. e) Calculated MCR components, component 1 (green) describes 62 % of the variance in the dataset, component 2 (blue) 32 %, resulting in a total of 94 % of the variance explained by the two‐component MCR model. f) MCR scores in time.](CPHC-16-547-g007){#fig3}

MCR is a more reliable method, as it takes the full spectrum into account, rather than just a single peak. For this dataset, an unrestrained two‐component MCR analysis results in a model that describes 94 % of the total signal variance. Component 1 (62 %, see Figure [3 e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) resembles the reactant very well, while the second component (32 %) comprises a mixture of DMAB with a smaller contribution of pNTP. The corresponding scores in time (Figure [3 f](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) show more detail and less noise respect to the peak area analysis method (Figure [3 c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). MCR can therefore be concluded to be a satisfactory method to track this reaction.

Nonetheless, the spectral residuals after MCR (Figure [3 d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) still show many spectral features. Blinking is a prominent feature in this dataset and occurs in spectral patterns that do not overlap with those of pNTP and DMAB. As this photoreaction encompasses multiple reaction steps,[15](#bib15){ref-type="ref"} these spectra can contain valuable information regarding the mechanism. In fact, when time and spatial resolution of SERS is high enough, these spectral fluctuations are expected to be the way to identify possible reaction intermediates.

2.2. Separation of Signal Variations on Different Time Scales {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To separate short‐term (reversible) fluctuations from the long‐term reaction progress, a new method of data processing is introduced. The photoreduction of pNTP to DMAB can largely be characterized by the disappearance of the pNTP spectrum, and the rise of the DMAB spectrum. After a simple spike removal, PCA is used to separate long‐term trends from short‐term trends using a 200 s time filter. The exact window required for the time filter depends on the dynamics of the system and experimental parameters like acquisition time. It can be altered to suit the needs of a particular dataset.

A one‐component PCA on the time series (after spike removal) results in the component and score shown in Figure [4 a, b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The spectral pattern of the component shows great resemblance to the spectrum of DMAB, and describes 56 % of the variance in the dataset. The score plot of this component in time is similar to that expected for a reaction, with a slow increase in loading as time progresses. Hardly any short‐term fluctuations are visible.

![One‐component PCA calculation of the full dataset. a) Loading of component 1 (56 % variance captured), b) score of component 1 in time, c) separation of spectra into the three categories, black and green spectra describe the bulk reaction, red spectra are spectral fluctuations and will be analysed separately later. d) Q‐residuals in time with 200 s filter. The datapoints are coloured as in (c).](CPHC-16-547-g003){#fig4}

The q‐residuals in time (Figure [4 d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) show the sum of squares of the residual spectra, not explained by the model. They are a way of plotting lack‐of‐fit for all spectra. These show a stable (low) baseline, but with quite some short‐term deviation from this baseline. The PCA component does not describe those spectra very well as they are present only for short periods during the total 15 000 s. In other words, they show some form of spectral deviation from the bulk reaction. To separate these spectral fluctuations for closer examination, any q‐residuals with a value higher than the mean value +0.1×the standard deviation of all q‐residuals are selected, unless they consist of a series of spectra that are above this norm for 200 s consecutively. At the start of the reaction, the PCA does not always fit the full trend of reactivity, since changes due to the reaction can result in relatively large spectral changes. However, these first spectra are only a minor part of a large dataset and thus are not accurately described by the one component PCA model. Therefore the q‐residual criterion of the first 100 spectra is a five‐fold higher value to ensure no reactivity information is lost.

In Figure [4 d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, all black data points represent spectra that have a sufficiently low q‐residual value, and are taken for further analysis of bulk reaction. In this first separation, the green data points are also included. They are above the set q‐residual criterion, but persistent enough to be considered as bulk processes. Red data points are below the q‐residual criterion as the corresponding spectra are only present during short time intervals. They are set aside and can thus be analyzed separately from the bulk reaction. The color coding in Figure [4 d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} is also applied to Figure [4 b, c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} to indicate the relation between these different parameters.

Figure [4 c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the breakdown of the full set into the different sets of spectra. Black spectra fall within the Q‐residual criterion and describe the reaction. Green spectra do not meet up to the Q‐residual criterion, but make it through the time filter. They are likely an orientation effect due to changes in the monolayer, and are included in the analysis of the bulk reaction in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Red spectra are set aside and are analyzed in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The spectral pattern of these three sets is quite clear. With respect to the black spectra, the green spectra are only small deviations. In contrast, the red spectra show much more vibrational bands than observed in the black spectra.

![MCR model of all spectra belonging to the bulk reaction. In a) the two calculated components are shown. Component 1 (green) represents 27 % of the calculated model, component 2 (blue) represents 70 % of the calculated model, with a total of 97 % variance explained. b) Shows the score of components 1 and 2 in time. c) All input spectra for the MCR model and d) the spectral residuals that are not explained by the MCR components. These two figures are shown on the same intensity scale for comparison.](CPHC-16-547-g004){#fig5}

![MCR model of all short‐lived spectral components. a) The four calculated MCR components. The variance capture with the components is for black 52 %, for red 24 %, for blue 13 %, and for green 5 %. b) Score plot in time for these four components, colour‐coded as for (a). c) All input spectra for this MCR analysis. d) Residuals after MCR analysis.](CPHC-16-547-g005){#fig6}

2.3. Analysis of Bulk Surface Reaction {#sec2-3}
--------------------------------------

Having separated the photocatalytic reduction from short‐term variations, each dataset can now be analyzed separately. The reaction spectra are taken through a two‐component MCR, after preprocessing of the spectra by a WLS baseline correction and taking the absolute value of the resulting spectra. Other than assuming two components to describe the reaction, no other constraints are put onto the MCR.

The calculated MCR components are shown in Figure [5 a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and depict pNTP (in green, 27 % variance) and a mixture of pNTP and DMAB (in blue, 70 % variance). The score as a function of time is shown in Figure [5 b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and, like the components, rather similar to the results obtained in Figure [3 e, f](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The main difference is the level of noise in the score, which is lower in Figure [5 b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The removal of spectral fluctuations and subsequent analysis of the pure reaction has led to better description of this reaction via MCR.

As can be expected, the variance explained by two MCR components within this filtered dataset is slightly higher (97 %) than in the non‐filtered dataset (94 %). This is further emphasized by the input spectra (Figure [5 c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and spectral residuals (Figure [5 d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Less spectral fluctuations are put into the model, so less are found in the spectral residuals, when comparing Figure [5 d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} to Figure [3 d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

Overall, the time filter benefits the MCR model. But for application of this model to the description of reaction kinetics, some additional steps will have to be taken. The mixture of pNTP and DMAB in component 2 makes it difficult to determine the fraction of pNTP in the total signal. It will likely be a linear combination of both components 1 and 2. DMAB is simpler, as that is only expressed in component 2. Though the actual contribution of DMAB will only be a fraction of the score for component 2, this will be a matter of scaling the intensity and will not affect the calculation of reaction rate.

2.4. Analysis of Spectral Fluctuations {#sec2-4}
--------------------------------------

Most important in this novel chemometric method is its ability to analyze short‐term spectral fluctuations in large dataset. These fluctuations are expected to give information on short‐lived events on the surface of the Ag substrate, which could be either due to reorientation of pNTP or DMAB, or a reaction intermediate. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} showed how variations present for less than 200 s were separated from the long‐term effects of the bulk reaction. The separated spectra that exhibit these short‐term fluctuations are shown in Figure [6 c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Many spectral features are present, and at varying intensities.

A four‐component MCR analysis was found to describe the majority (94 %) of the spectral components in this dataset. The largest component (Figure [6 a, b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, black, 52 %)) has a maximum contribution at around 4 000 s in the dataset. It is very similar to component 1 in Figure [5 a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and is also most prominent at the beginning of the reaction. In comparison to the reactant component in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, a slight variation in peak ratios is observed, which is most likely caused by a different orientation or local environment for the reactant. Similarly, the second component (Figure [6 a, b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, red, 24 %) has similarities to component 2 in Figure [5 a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and is present at the end of the reaction. Again, the differences are in peak ratios, likely caused by molecular orientation or variations in the local environment.

The third (Figure [6 a](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and b, blue, 13 %) and fourth (Figure [6 a, b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, green, 5 %) components have a different behavior in their score in time. Both are rather low in intensity, apart from one instance---at 11 000 for component 3, and 12 500 for component 4. The most characteristic peak in the third component is the vibration at 1380 cm^−1^. This is a known vibration of DMAB,[14](#bib14){ref-type="ref"} and appears to be strongly enhanced at that specific moment.

The fourth component is hard to place in the context of either pNTP or DMAB, and could be a reaction intermediate. Reaction intermediates will have a similar molecular structure as pNTP and DMAB, but with a different functional group. The characteristic vibrations at for example, 1335 and 1440 cm^−1^ would not be expected at exactly that location in an intermediate spectrum. Also, reorientation of pNTP or DMAB molecules should not result in new vibrations with respect to the normal Raman spectrum. Though beyond the scope of this work, it is anticipated that future density functional theory (DFT) calculations should be able to shed more light on the chemical information in these spectral components.

The novelty of this chemometric method is its capability of analyzing short‐lived Raman spectra. Though most deviating spectra will probably be explained via orientation effects, there is a small chance that intermediates will also be present at the intense enhancement field in a SERS hotspot, if the measurement runs long enough. Normally short‐lived spectra are disregarded in the analysis of a 15 000 SERS spectra dataset, but now these spectra can be identified for the study of the surface reaction dynamics.

3. Conclusions {#sec3}
==============

We have presented a new approach to the chemometrics of SERS spectra, which can find widespread use in this important field of research. It was found that with a one‐step time filter with a PCA approach, the photocatalytic reduction of pNTP monitored by SERS could be analyzed in great detail. More specifically, with this PCA analysis, the photocatalytic reduction process (\>200 s) was separated from strong spectral deviations occurring over shorter time intervals (\<200 s). Both sets of data were then separately analyzed.

The subsequent MCR analysis on the reaction data yields less noise, compared to simple peak area analysis and to regular MCR without PCA filter. Additionally, the blinking SERS spectra separated from the bulk reaction process can now be analyzed separately. Here, a four‐component MCR analysis has shown the main components of these deviating spectra.

Where the bulk reaction data cleans up nicely with the use of this filter, the real advantage is in the blinking spectra. Here, we have shown that the developed approach is able to isolate these events. If SERS is indeed going to reveal reaction intermediates, it will be most probably during sparse events. It is important to note that SERS has this inherent capability due to the inhomogeneous enhancement effect over the SERS‐active substrate.

Experimental Section {#sec4}
====================

Ag nanoparticles were synthesized according to Lee and Meisel[16](#bib16){ref-type="ref"} In short, 0.04908 g silver nitrate (Sigma Aldrich, ACS reagent, ∼99.0 %) was dissolved in 10 mL mQ water. 3.667 mL of this stock solution was added to 100 mL mW water in a round‐bottomed flask equipped with a Teflon stirrer bar and reflux column. After heating the solution to reflux temperature, 2 mL of 0.09 [m]{.smallcaps} sodium citrate tribasic dihydrate (Sigma, reagent grade, ∼99 %) was added. After 5 min at reflux temperature, the sol had turned a yellow/brownish colour with silver reflectance. This sol was left to cool and stored in a refrigerator until required for experiments.

A flat Au substrate of 100 nm Au over a 0.5×1.0 cm Si wafer (Philips Innovation Services) was cleaned with UV/ozone and anhydrous ethanol. Subsequently, the substrate was immersed into a 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} ethanolic solution of pNTP (Fluka, technical grade) for 24 h, followed by threefold rinsing in 10 mL ethanol. A tenfold dilution of Ag nanoparticle sol was directly dropcasted onto the substrate and left to dry in ambient conditions.

Raman measurements were performed on a Renishaw InVia microscope, using 785 nm diode laser excitation, through a 50× long‐working‐distance objective. The described experiment was done using 0.25 mW laser excitation power, for 15 000 consecutive spectra at a 1 s integration interval.

Chemometric analysis was performed using the PLS Toolbox 6.71 (Eigenvector Co.) in combination with Matlab 2012a (Mathworks). Unless mentioned otherwise, raw SERS spectra were loaded directly into Matlab and smoothed with a second‐order (9 pixel) Savitsky--Golay filter. A quick spike removal was done through a home‐written routine: a one‐component PCA (mean centre pre‐processing) was analysed on the basis of the q‐residuals in time. Any spectrum with a q‐residual value higher than the mean +0.1× standard deviation of all q‐residuals was removed if the datapoint was three times larger than its direct neighbours. A five times higher filter was used for the first 100 spectra, to cope with the start of the reaction. The result of this filtering is the separation of the total dataset in categories that relate to spectral variations on different time scales that van be linked to different physical and chemical changes on the surface.
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